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Introducing Cosmo Crew, an Australian ecoluxe kids’ swimwear and base layer brand that
celebrates style, sun-safety and sustainability. Cosmo Crew is an ethical brand providing
conscious choices for progressive parents. Their sustainable products are lovingly made by
by a passionate Australian mother, designed for a generation of change makers who live
and play in the sun, sea and snow.
Cosmo Crew is big on style. They like bold, unisex prints that celebrate individuality and
inclusiveness. This creative kids brand is on a journey to create a fully ethical and sustainable
brand that brings childhood back to raw basics – to explore outdoors and to protect mother
nature’s best playgrounds. With the emergence of single use plastics and the problem it
creates for the world’s oceans and sea life, Cosmo Crew is striving for change – through the
use of recycled fabrics and education to the younger generation who will inherit the earth –
the Cosmo Crew.
The swimwear and cold-climate base layer products are made from recycled fabrics which
were once the ghost fishing nets and discarded plastic bottles polluting our oceans. There is
also a high elastane component to prevent the garments from stretching out of shape. Cosmo
Crew also use organic cotton and Repreve microfibre (made from recycled plastic bottles) for
their beach shorts. The products are designed for kids aged 6 months -14 years who lead active
lifestyles in the sea, snow and great outdoors.
Cosmo Crew supports the sustainable slow fashion movement through the high quality fabric
that doesn’t fade or stretch out of shape like cheap fast fashion alternatives. They provide
50+ sun protection and are better resistant to sunscreens, oils and chlorine. The exclusive
Wanderpants and Sea & Snow Rash tops can be worn all year round - in the surf, or as a
base layer under snow-wear due to the quick-drying and geothermal properties and fourway stretch.
Join the Crew - Adventure awaits!

